Due to the disability of traditional Complex Natural Resonant method (CNR), the Characteristic Polarisation State (CPS) method is proposed to determine egg quantity in a box with a two by three eggs configuration. Parameters are investigated for different egg quantity scenarios and the results show a potential way to determine number in terms of characteristic angle .
( ) ( ) The late time can be determined as:
where T b is the time when incident wave strikes the target edge, T p is the pulse width and T tr is maximum one way transmit time along the line of sight.
Scenarios of one egg in a box of two by three are under investigation. All simulations are carried in CST Microwave Studio assuming an egg box of 2x3 configuration. A plane wave source ranging from 0 to 2 GHz is placed certain distance to the whole target and a probe is set far from the target to record the reflected signal. There are three possible layouts for one egg scenario due to the symmetry configuration, which can be written in the format of 100000, 001000 and 000010 (L1 R1, L2 R2, L3 R3).
The complex natural poles of one egg scenarios ( Fig. 1) consist of three orders. The three orders have a trend of convergence or stable with the increase of order number. The first order with a relatively larger damping factor has been found in the left side of poles. Significant differences can be observed for different layouts. Then the second orders are mainly laid in the middle part between the first and third order. Though they are much closer to each other compared with the first order, there still exists a visible difference. While, for the third orders occurring at the right side of graph, they are quite close to each other and have a low damping factor value. Compared with the third order, first and second orders have a corresponding large damping factor which means relatively short lifetime (Lifetime is inverse proportion to the damping factor). Thus it can be summarised that the first and second poles are not fairly trustworthy due to the short lifetime and also finite solver in CST computer simulation software [8] . Therefore, the third order is highly trustworthy compared with the other two orders and can be used for further implementation of egg quantity discrimination. The property can also extend to considering the other five different quantity scenarios, where the stable value of the poles float around -0.01±0.0295j.
Characteristic Polarisation state: Fig. 2 illustrates us a straightforward view of extracted poles with different egg numbers. The third order poles overlapped each other, which makes CNR method impossible to ascertain the egg quantity, thus the characteristic polarisation state is introduced.
The scattered signal for target can be written as below:
where R ab (t) is a target matrix illuminated under polarisation state b and received under polarisation state a, which can be either horizontal or vertical. As known from [7] , the reflected signal can be written as a sum of damped exponential. The parameter consists of aspect independent natural resonant poles s m = -σ m + jω m and aspect dependent residues, defined by complex matrix, A n , with polarisation components as follows: 
where m is the order number for the complex natural poles.
According to [5] , the polarisation ratio P i for i = 1,2,3,4 is key parameter in determination of characteristic polarisation state and it can be deduced from above matrix. P 1 and P 2 are two maximum backscattered powers. While P 3 and P 4 are two minimum backscattered powers.
The P 1 and P 2 can be written: Numerical result: The relationship between characteristic angle and egg quantity are revealed in Fig. 3 . The characteristic angle expresses target polarisability property. It can be found that the angle decreases with the egg number increases from above figure. The larger quantity with more complex configuration is more prone to polarized wave due to the small value . And the result also validate that in [5] which is larger values are less able to polarize waves than those with smaller values. Characteristic Angle (rads) Quantity
